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Abstract— Topic of self-driving mode and transition to this 
mode is one of the trend topics of biomedical engineering and 
artificial intelligence studies. Sleeplessness and sleep efficiency to 
cause inattention in driving and accidents. This study aimed to 
investigate convenient time to transit self-driving mode respect to 
number of accidents and sleep efficiency of driver by using 
Support Vector Machines and K-Nearest neighbors classification 
algorithms to reduce the accidents. Approximate entropy and 
Lyapunov exponent for Electroencephalography and dominant 
frequency, ratio of power of high frequency to low frequency, area 
under the curve and derivative respiration signals were extracted. 
This proposal method achieves 93.33% and 100% accuracies to 
classify drivers and transit car to self-driving mode respect to two 
criteria.  

Keywords — sleeplessness; electroencephalogram; self-driving; 
Approximate entropy; Lyapunov exponent. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Sleep can be defined as a situation where communication 

and information exchange with the environment of a living thing 
is minimized, but it is easily reversible. There are studies 
showing that quality sleep helps human body to rest, restructure, 
adjust emotion balance and improve cognitive functions [1,2]. 
Several studies report that deficiency in sleep include healthy 
people and patients who suffer from sleeplessness have 
difficulty in attention [3,4]. Shigihara et al. applied the task of 
driving to the car in the driver simulator after the participants 
had and did not get enough sleep using Electroencephalography 
(EEG). During this simulator task, the participants recorded the 
activations of the brain signals. According to this study, 
insomnia has been identified as one of the most important factors 
that trigger mental fatigue [5]. In another study, Gharagozlou 
and colleagues received EEG recording from participants while 
using the driving simulator and reported the usability of the 
Alpha subband in the detection of mental fatigue [6]. In addition 
to EEG signals, Electrocardiogram (ECG) and respiration 
signals are also widely used to detect alertness and fatigue [7,8]. 
Sharma et al. detection cognitive functions of driver with use 
Oximetry pulse signal [9].  

Aim of this study is presentation an automatic algorithm to 
transit a car to self-driving mode. In this purpose, boring rate of 
participants is asked in every 5 minutes and they scored question 

with a number between 0 and 10 (0 equal to not bored, 10 equals 
to too bored).  Time of task that is defined as a first point that 
boring scores of participant get higher than their average boring 
score along task is selected as a reference point and we analyzed 
5 minutes before this point in form of 60 seconds intervals. 
Participants divided to two groups according to their total 
accident number and their sleep efficiency.  

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Subjects 
The research was performed in TOBB University of 

Economics and Technology, Medical Device Design 
Laboratory. Twenty-six subjects (13 men and 13 women) in the 
age group 20– 26 years were selected based on volunteering. 
Participants were only included for participation if they are 
right-handed. The information of subjects is presented in Table 
I. 

TABLE I. INFORMATION OF SUBJECTS. 

 Mean Maximum Minimum 
Sleep2peak 

reaction time 372.83 545.3 217 

Number of Laps 39.23 45 22 
Number of 
Accidents 30.65 70 3 

Boring average 
during the game 7.8 10 3.4 

B. Experimental Procedure 
During task section, EEG, and respiration signals were 

recorded during the driving task and participant answered the 
questions that is asked approximately every 5 minutes. In 
addition, during the last 5 minutes of the task section, the text 
was read to the participants and the questions were asked about 
the text. Our aim in this process is to decrease the attention of 
the participants. 

C. Driving Task 
A 2D driving game designed in Unity®. In this game, 

participant controls car with arrow keys for 30 minutes. Along 
the game, EEG and respiration signals are recorded. Number of 
laps, number of accidents and boring rate of the subjects were 
recorded (Figure1). 
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D. Sleep2peak 
Sleep-2-Peak is an application that runs on smart phones. 

The app is designed to track changes in reaction times 
throughout the day and can be used to associate these changes 
with sleep components. The user can receive all the data and 
graphics obtained by the application by email. The task involves 
touching the screen as quickly as possible with the dominant 
index finger when a sun alert appears on the device screen [10]. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Sequence of game. 

E. Data Acquisition 
 The Biopac MP36 that is a four-channel data acquisition 
system was used in this study. The MP Unit takes incoming 
signals and converts them into digital signals that can be 
processed with the computer. The SS2L with fully shielded 
cable assembly permits high-resolution recording of 
biopotentials. Each lead set has three pinch leads designed to 
snap directly onto standard disposable electrodes. Depending on 
where electrodes are placed, they can measure muscle 
contraction, heartbeats, brainwaves [9]. The SS5LB transducer 
is used to record respiration via chest or abdomen expansion and 
contraction. This transducer is useful for determining how 
deeply someone is breathing and for calculating the person’s 
breathing rate or respiration rate. The transducer is a strain 
assembly that measures the change in thoracic or abdominal 
circumference. The center plastic housing protects the delicate 
sensor within [11]. Electrodes were Ag/AgCl snap electrodes 
provide the signal transmission. Each peel-and-stick electrode is 
pre-gelled and designed for one time use only. EEG signals were 
recorded from the Fp1 and Fp2 region. A bandpass filter was 
used to select 0.5-50 Hz using the software of BIOPAC®. The 
data was saved in “.mat” format. EEG, ECG and respiration 
signals are also recorded in “.mat” format. All signals are noise-
free using a notch filter in 50 Hz and recorded with a sampling 
frequency of 1000 Hz. 

    
Fig. 2.  Probes of EEG and respiration of BIOPAC® [11] 

F. Pre-Processing 
Firstly, all signals divided to epochs with 30 seconds length, 

Time points with more than threshold set as outliers and set their 
amplitude to mean of the signal, then set their sample and 

resampled using the downsampling operator for faster 
processing of recorded signals with a sampling frequency of 250 
Hz (A 4th degree downsampling was used). Nonlinear trends 
were deleted from the data using the polyfit and polyval 
commands of the MATLAB®. For this process, a 6th degree 
polynomial was fitted onto the data. Then, the signals were 
normalized (Z score). 

        threshold = mean(signal)+standard deviation(signal)     (1) 

( )
tan ( )score

measurement mean measurementz
s darddeviation measurement

−
=      (2) 

G. Feature Extraction 
Bandpass filter is applied to EEG signals to divide their Delta 

(0.5-4 Hz), Theta (4-8 Hz), Alpha (8-12 Hz), Beta (12-30 Hz) 
and Gamma (>30 Hz) subbands [12]. After this step, 
approximate entropy (AE) [13] for each band. AE is introduced 
by Pincus. This feature is usable to determine regularity in data 
without knowledge about a system. Large values of AE show 
more complexity and irregularity in data.  Lyapunov exponent 
(LE) is calculated as second feature for each EEG bands. LE is 
a parameter to determine chaos of a chaotic system. This 
parameter measures the average ratio of expansion and folding 
that occurs along the time series [14]. Highly chaotic systems 
have positive values of LE and zero value of LE shows stable 
system. 

 For respiration signals, number of points that amplitude of 
signal does not change, set as a first feature, then FFT of signal 
is calculated and find dominant frequency of signal as a second 
feature and divide signal to two parts with lower and higher 
frequency than dominant frequency. Powers of each parts are 
calculated and ratio of higher part to lower part selected as third 
feature. Maximum area under curve (AUC) of signal is the 
fourth feature for respiration signal.  

H. Classification 
Support vector machine (SVM) generally is used for 

machine learning (ML) studies. This algorithm is used in high 
dimension classification tasks. Goal of this algorithm is finding 
and select an efficient option to calculate optimal separating 
hyperplanes. Distance from hyperplanes to the nearest sample 
point in each class should be maximized [15]. In this study 
Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel is used.  

K-Nearest Neighbors (K-NN) is another supervised learning 
algorithm that is used in this study. This method is 
nonparametric and nonlinear algorithm that has low calculation 
time. The success of (K-NN) is related to value of K. K is 
determined the numbers of neighbors that is calculated based on 
the distance. Greater value of K gives high accuracy in 
classification; however, these values make boundaries between 
groups less distinguishable [16]. In this study two different K 
(K=5, K=7) are selected and neighbors’ distance are calculated 
by Euclidean distance method. In both selected algorithms, data 
is driven to train and test sets (train 70%).  In purpose of data 
augmentation, features that is calculated from each epoch, gives 
as a different input to ML algorithms so our participant’s number 
reached to 52. 
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As we mentioned, subjects are divided to two groups in two 
ways according to their accident number and sleep2peak’s 
reaction time. Subjects with more than 30 accidents are labeled 
as bad driver and subjects with less than 30 accident labeled as 
good driver. Subjects with reaction time less than 340 (ms) 
labeled as good sleeper and subjects with reaction time more 
than 340 (ms) labeled as poor sleeper. 30 of participants are good 
sleeper. 

III. RESULTS 
Based on our analyzed on participants’ answers, we found 

that first point that participants’ boring rates got higher than 
average boring rate along the task is 20th minutes of the task. 
According to participants’ answers after this time they couldn’t 
focus on task, so we aimed to classify participants in two way 
before this time and find best time to transit bad driver and poor 
sleeper driver to self-driving mode. 

A. Number of accidents  
All classification algorithms are trained 30 times and 5 best 

models that have highest accuracy are reported. Table II-IV 
demonstrate maximum, mean of accuracies and sensitivity of 
maximum accuracy, and mean of sensitivities. According to 
these tables, our features that are extracted from between 17-18 
minutes gives best results to classify bad and good driver 
according to participants’ number of accidents. 

TABLE II. Results of SVM classification. 
 

Time 
Interval 
(min) 

Mean of 
SVM 

Accuracy 

Maximum 
of SVM 

Accuracy 

Sensitivity 
of Max. 

Accuracy 

Mean of 
Sensitivity 

15-16 74 80 62.5 80 
16-17 82.66 86.66 87.5 91.2 
17-18 87.33 93.33 100 87.5 
18-19 80.66 93.33 87.5 78.75 
19-20 80 86.66 87.5 88.75 

 
TABLE III. Results of KNN classification for K=5. 

 
Time 

Interval 
(min) 

Mean of 
KNN  
(K=5) 

Accuracy 

Maximum 
of KNN  
(K=5) 

Accuracy 

Sensitivity 
of Max. 

Accuracy 

Mean of 
Sensitivity 

15-16 75.33 80 100 96.25 
16-17 83.33 86.66 87.5 85 
17-18 87.5 86.66 100 92.5 
18-19 81.33 86.66 87.5 83.75 
19-20 80.66 86.66 75 81.25 

 

B. Sleep2peak scores 
All classification algorithms are trained 30 times and 5 best 

models that have highest accuracy are reported. Table V-VII 
demonstrate maximum, mean of accuracies and sensitivity of 
maximum accuracy, and mean of sensitivities. According to 
these tables, our features that are extracted from between 16-17 
minutes gives best results to classify good and poor sleeper 
driver according to participants’ sleep2peak scores. 

TABLE IV. Results of KNN classification for K=7. 
 

Time 
Interval 
(min) 

Mean of 
KNN  
(K=7) 

Accuracy 

Maximum 
of KNN  
(K=7) 

Accuracy 

Sensitivity 
of Max. 

Accuracy 

Mean of 
Sensitivity 

15-16 75.33 80 57.14 52.85 
16-17 81.33 82.66 100 86.25 
17-18 82.66 86.66 87.5 91.25 
18-19 82 86.66 100 88.57 
19-20 77.33 93.33 87.71 75.71 

 
 

TABLE V. Results of SVM classification. 
 

Time 
Interval 
(min) 

Mean of 
SVM 

Accuracy 

Maximum 
of SVM 

Accuracy 

Sensitivity 
of Max. 

Accuracy 

Mean of 
Sensitivity 

15-16 76.66 80 83.33 78.33 
16-17 89.33 100 100 83.33 
17-18 89.33 93.33 83.33 85 
18-19 86.66 93.33 100 91.66 
19-20 80 80 66.67 65 

 
TABLE VI. Results of KNN classification for K=5. 

 
Time 

Interval 
(min) 

Mean of 
KNN  
(K=5) 

Accuracy 

Maximum 
of KNN  
(K=5) 

Accuracy 

Sensitivity 
of Max. 

Accuracy 

Mean of 
Sensitivity 

15-16 77.33 80 50 48.33 
16-17 80.66 86.66 83.33 73.33 
17-18 80.66 86.66 100 81.66 
18-19 72 73.33 83.33 61.66 
19-20 80 86.66 66.67 71.66 

 
TABLE VII. Results of KNN classification for K=7. 

 
Time 

Interval 
(min) 

Mean of 
KNN  
(K=7) 

Accuracy 

Maximum 
of KNN  
(K=7) 

Accuracy 

Sensitivity 
of Max. 

Accuracy 

Mean of 
Sensitivity 

15-16 76 80 88.89 91.11 
16-17 78.66 93.33 100 87.76 
17-18 78.66 86.66 77.78 81.11 
18-19 68 73.33 88.89 78.89 
19-20 75.33 80 88.89 82.22 

 

IV. DISCUSSION 
In this work, EEG signals were recorded from Fp1 and Fp2 

because this region are related with executive functions such as 
attention. As boredom rate of participants increased, it became 
difficult for them to focus on driving task, so their EEG signals 
are affected by boredom, also number of inhale and exhale 
increased in respiration signals. This fact causes of high 
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accuracy performance. By using features of 17th minutes’ 
recorded signals, SVM classification algorithm can classify our 
participants according to their number of accidents with 93.33% 
accuracy. This means we can transit, car to self-driving mode 
180 seconds before boredom rate of participants increase. Also, 
by using features of 16th minutes’ recorded signals, this 
algorithm can classify participants according to their sleep 
efficiency with 100% accuracy. This means we can transit, car 
to self-driving mode 240 seconds before boredom rate of 
participants increase. 
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